Optical low-coherence reflectometry is capable of unambiguously measuring positions of stacked, partially reflective layers in a sample object. It relies on the low coherence of the light source and the absolute distances are obtained from the position reading of a mechanical motor stage. We show how to exploit the simultaneous high and low coherence properties of energy-time entangled photon pairs to directly calibrates the position scale of an OLCR scan with a reference laser wavelength. In experiment, a precision of 1.6 nm and good linearity is demonstrated.
INTRODUCTION
Through the definition of its speed, light is the primary tool for absolute length measurements. Direct measurements by time of flight of pulsed lasers are in practice limited by the temporal resolution of detectors to the millimeter range [1] . On the other side, the most precise length determinations are obtained by interferometric phase measurements with continuous light [2] . However distances are in that case only determined with an ambiguity corresponding to the wavelength of light, usually in the sub-micrometer range. Beside the practical limits of detectors, it is the spectrum of light that ultimately determines the achievable uncertainty on the length and the unambiguous range of measurement. Between two extreme cases, monochromatic light and ultrashort laser pulses, intermediate regimes have been developed that allows to achieve good resolution with reduced ambiguity. For instance multi-wavelength interferometry or interferometric measurements with dual femtosecond optical frequency combs [3, 4] . Another intermediate regime is accessible by optical low-coherence reflectometry (OLCR), also called optical coherence tomography (OCT), where distances can be measured over long range with micrometer accuracy. It exploits coherence properties of light to measure the positions of a sample's partially reflective layers with resolution in axial direction. It has become standard tool in medicine and biomedical applications [5] . In classical optical length metrology, the coherence of light and its spectral density are the relevant quantities, that determines the achievable precision and ranges. For instance in OLCR, the resolution is essentially given by the coherence length of the source, that is inversely proportional to its spectral bandwidth; while in dual combs schemes, the key element is to exploit light sources that have both narrow and broad spectral features.
While coherent classical light is fully described by its one dimensional complex spectrum, quantum light sources offer a much richer space of parameters to play with. For instance Abbourady et al. showed in theory and experiment that the transition from a classical broadband light source to a quantum light can be beneficial for OLCR [6, 7] . In particular, the frequency correlation from entangled photon pairs allows for the compensation of the sample's chromatic dispersion and thereby undisturbed axial resolution in quantum OCT (QOCT). While in that case the emission geometry was non-collinear, i.e. the photons are emitted in separate spatial directions, it was later shown that the same signal can be recovered in a collinear system [8] .
The spectrum of frequency-entangled photon pairs is described by a two-dimensional function, that characterizes the correlations between the frequencies of the photons. Hence, the behavior of such light differs if one observe one photon only, or two photons in coincidence. In this work, we exploit for precise length measurements the simultaneous presence of two types of interferences in the QOCT signal: Low coherence in one-photon counting and high coherence in two-photon coincidence. The first ones provide an unambiguous long range measurement, similar to the interferometer signal with a classical low coherence source, while the second one allows for interferometric precision relative to a fixed laser wavelength. It is visible over the full scanning range and its well-defined oscillation period allows to establish a position scale independent of the delay stage position feedback. This selfcalibrating feature permits to measure distances between surfaces in terms of multiples of the wavelength of a narrowband laser. Sub-wavelength precision can be achieved by appropriate signal processing. In our experimental implementation, the measurement of a distance of 0.28 mm between two mirrors is shown to be reproducible within 1.6 nm standard deviation. Furthermore, this measurement method is verified to have a nearly perfect linearity over different magnitudes of distance ranges. cillations if the arms are balanced within the short coherence time of the source. Therefore, the relative position between different surfaces can be determined within an error given by the accuracy of the delay stage position feedback in the scanning arm. More specifically, displacing the reference arm mirror position by d introduces a temporal delay τ = 2d/c with c being the speed of light. The intensity as a function of the delay I(τ ) at the interferometer output is recorded with a photodiode (PD).
A transfer function H(ω) characterizes the reflectivity properties of a sample object. In the case of n stacked and partially reflecting surfaces, neglecting multiple reflections, it reads
with reflection amplitudes r j ∈ [0, 1] and introduced time delays τ j [6] . Assuming free-space propagation without optically dense or dispersive media between surfaces, the temporal delays are related to the sample surface positions z j by τ j = 2z j /c. A broadband light source with central frequency ω 0 is characterized by the spectral power density S(Ω) which is defined in terms of the relative frequency Ω := ω − ω 0 . The intensity measured at the interferometer output is I(τ ) = Γ 0 + 2 Re Γ(τ ) e −iω0τ depending on the time delay τ introduced in the reference arm [6] . Γ 0 is a constant while the cross-interference between sample and reference arm shows oscillations with the envelope Γ(τ ) = dΩ H(ω 0 + Ω)S(Ω)e −iΩτ . Using (1) and surface separations larger than the coherence time of the light source, we can rewrite
with the single surface interferometer response function f (τ ) = 2 Re{s(τ ) e −iω0τ } where the envelope s(τ ) is the inverse Fourier transform of S(Ω) . The even function f (τ ) is therefore the light source's electric field temporal auto-correlation. It is maximal at τ = 0 and has a width given by the coherence time of the source. A broad spectrum (low coherence time) yields narrow interferometer oscillations centered around every surface position.
In order to reconstruct the surface positions z j from the measurement of I(τ ), a digital signal auto-correlation can be performed in a post-processing step with
It shows very distinct peaks at every ∆τ = τ i − τ j due to the fact that f (τ ) has a narrow envelope given by the coherence time and that it is oscillatory at a period of one wavelength. The evaluation of the peaks of this auto-correlation determine the position differences at sub-wavelength precision.
Quantum OLCR
In quantum optical low-coherence reflectometry (QOLCR), a photon pair source using type-0 spontaneous parametric down-process (SPDC) [9] is used instead of a broadband laser. A narrowband laser emitting at frequency ω p pumps a non-linear crystal. In the approximation of a perfectly monochromatic pump laser, the joint quantum state of the generated photon pair is given by
where Ω := ω − ω 0 is the relative frequency with respect to the central emission frequency ω 0 = ω p /2. The two-photon spectral amplitude Λ(Ω) defines the spectral density S(Ω) = |Λ(Ω)| 2 . Both photons are assumed to be emitted into the same polarization and spatial (detection) mode. With SPDC as the light source in the Michelson interferometer, an intensity measurement I(τ ) at the output port yields the classical result of (2) with the SPDC spectrum S(Ω) used.
In a second-order correlation measurement, new features arise. As derived in [8] , the two-photon coincidence rate measured at the output port, using a beam splitter and two detectors, is given by
at a reference arm delay τ . The interference terms M 1 (2τ ) and M 2 (τ ), corresponding to Hong-Ou-Mandel and single-photon interference, are slowly varying at the time scale of the first-order coherence time corresponding to the width of the Fourier transform of the spectrum S(Ω). The last term describes two-photon interference (TPI) and is sinusoidally oscillating at double central frequency ω 0 with a constant amplitude M 3 . This term is originating from the interference of amplitudes where both photons take either the reference or the sample arm and is given by
Inserting H(ω) from (1) for the case of reflecting surfaces which are separated much more than the two-photon correlation time, this yields M 3 = S 0 n j=1 r 2 j e −i2ω0τj with total light source power S 0 . Therefore, M 3 is in general a non-zero constant which only for very specific reflection coefficients r j and separations τ j vanishes. In contrast to the first-order interference fringes in I(τ ) which are only visible close to a sample surface position, the TPI oscillations in M (τ ) are present at constant amplitude over the full measurement range of τ due to the long two-photon coherence time inherited from the pump laser.
Self-Calibration Signal Processing in QOLCR
In a interferometer scan, the real value τ at a measurement point is not known, but an approximate value τ is assumed to be provided by the measurement apparatus. For instance, it can be measured by a coarse motor encoder of the reference arm mirror position d by τ = 2d/c, or in a fixed motor speed setting by τ = 2vt/c with time t and velocity v.
In a QOLCR measurement, coincidences M (τ ) are being measured simultaneously with I(τ ) while the reference arm is scanned over the measurement range of τ . As obvious from (4), the TPI is well separated from the others in terms of oscillation frequency. It can be extracted from M (τ ) in a post-processing step by applying a digital high-pass filter [8] . Its very well defined and narrow oscillation frequency 2ω 0 = ω p serves as a position reference signal.
By knowing the exact value of ω p = 2πc/λ p , the extracted signal TPI(τ ) = 2 Re{M 3 e i ωpτ (τ ) } allows with a fitting or phase extraction procedure (e.g. using peak finding and interpolation) to get the relation τ = τ (τ ) between the exact τ value and its coarse measurement τ . From the measured classical intensity signal I(τ ), a calibrated signal can be calculated with I c (τ ) := I(τ (τ )).
By interpolation, a linearly spaced τ scale can be established. Applying the auto-correlation procedure of (3) on I c (τ ), measurements of the surface distances are independent of the approximate length measurement but are directly linked to the known wavelength of the pump laser.
EXPERIMENT
The QOLCR setup is shown if Fig. 2 . A non-linear, periodically poled KTP crystal serves as type-0 SPDC light source. It is pump by a grating stabilized diode laser of 30 mW power at λ p = 405 nm with less than 2 MHz bandwidth and a collimated beam of 1 mm radius. The laser wavelength is locked to an etalon cavity and guarantees a long-time wavelength stability. SPDC phase matching is chosen for nearly frequency-degenerated, collinear emission where photon pairs centered around λ 0 = 810 nm are emitted and can be coupled into the same spatial detection mode.
In the reference arm, a standard motorized translation stage (Thorlabs PT1-Z8) is used. The stage is driven at constant speed of 500 nm/s while the detectors measure continuously. The detection uses a single mode fiber with an adjustable collimator. The detection mode is therefore nearly Gaussian and its waist of 0.2 mm radius is positioned at the crystal center and aligned to the pump beam for maximal coincidence signal [10] . The power spectrum of the coupled SPDC photon pairs can be measured interferometrically and show 30 nm bandwidth. The used reference arm scanning range of 0.3 mm introduces in the detection mode a negligible Gouy phase corresponding to 0.12 nm position shift. A 50:50 fiber beam splitter distributes the interferometer output to two fiber-coupled single photon counting modules. An electric coincidence circuit with 10 ns coincidence window is used to detect photon pairs. The detection event counters are read at a rate of 100 Hz corresponding to a resolution of 5 nm in delay arm position at the mentioned velocity.
For testing the QOLCR method, a sample consisting of two reflecting surfaces is used. As depicted in Fig. 2 , its surfaces are mirrors behind the two output ports of a beamsplitter. One mirror is fixed at distance z 2 , the other at z 1 is on a nano-positioner with sub-nanometer accuracy (MCL Nano-OP30). Using the pump light incident into the sample arm, the relative position between the mirrors z 1 − z 2 is interferometrically locked to the pump wavelength using the feedback from the photodiode (PD) measuring pump light in the sample arm.
RESULTS
A continous OLCR scan of the reference arm length d is performed while measuring intensity I(τ ) and coincidence M (τ ), see Fig. 3 . The two fringe envelopes of I(τ ) correspond to the surfaces of the sample while no interference is visible in between. M (τ ) shows single-photon interference fringes at the surface positions, a Hong-Ou-Mandel interference feature centered between them, and the TPI signal which is present in all regions. By applying a digital band-pass filter, single-photon interfer- ence can be removed and TPI recovered as shown in the magnified region of Fig. 4 . Minor distortions of the TPI are present as the single-photon interference signal is not fully suppressed by the filter. The TPI is used for determining the calibrated reference arm position d. The correction of this calibrated scale to the approximate motor stage encoder is shown in Fig. 5 .
The intensity signal auto-correlation A(τ ) from (3) can now be analyzed with the calibrated scale. A parabolic fit of its envelope allows to identify the central peak corresponding to the distance z 1 − z 2 = 0.280228 mm. In order to quantify the measurement precision, 70 successive measurements are performed for this fixed sample size. A measurement value variation corresponding to a standard deviation of 1.6 nm is determined. Four outliers at one wavelength shift, due to misidentification of the auto-correlation peak, are ignored in this analysis.
Changing the sample surface distance by varying of the position z 1 using the nano-positioner allows to study the linearity of the measurement method. Fig. 6 shows the step-wise increase of z 1 where single QOLCR measurements are performed. With step sizes of 5 nm and 2025 nm, we observe very good linearity over the full range with deviations of less than 6 nm from ideal values indicated by lines of unit slope. The 5 nm steps are realized by changing the set-point of the sample control loop according to the theoretical response of its interferometric feedback signal. The larger step is a multiple of the oscillation period λ p /2 and use the same, constant controller set-point after the nano-positioner performed the desired step.
CONCLUSION
Frequency-entangled SPDC light exhibits simultaneous narrow-and broadband features. We exploit this property to combine both the advantages of broadband classical OLCR for unambiguous distance measurements and of monochromatic light for relating distances to the wavelength of the laser, that can be in principle directly traced back to primary length standards. The QOLCR experiment shows very high precision for length measurements. The tolerance of the method against imperfections of the delay stage was successfully demonstrated. Despite the wavelength of 810 nm and only one measurement per 5 nm, a measurement precision of 1.6 nm was achieved. This can be understood in terms of the data interpolation and implicit averaging happening in the autocorrelation approach for determining the distances. This method also shows high robustness against uncorrelated noise in the intensity measurement due to its averaging.
Finally, as in many proposed optical quantum metrology schemes, the question of the relevance of entanglement arises [11] . It can be shown that QOLCR and the proposed quantum OCT methods [12] can be mimicked by an appropriate classical light source. It requires the emission of two narrow frequencies which are randomly varying but anti-correlated around ω 0 , while the detection is performed by two photodiodes which measure the output intensity for ω > ω 0 and ω < ω 0 separately. The product of the intensities would show an interference pattern identical to TPI [13, 14] . Therefore, it is not entanglement per se that provides advantages in such schemes, but the presence of energy correlations. Nevertheless, SPDC light offers the additional advantage to be very robust against background light: The two-photon interference signal is temporally strongly correlated and is thereby well distinguishable from uncorrelated background.
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